Exit-channel dynamics in barrierless unimolecular reactions: criteria of vibrational adiabaticity.
Conversion of translational into vibrational energy during the last step of a unimolecular reaction is brought about by the curvature of the reaction path. The corresponding coupling is analyzed by an angle-action reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH). The accuracy of the vibrational adiabatic approximation is found to be completely independent of the shape of the potential energy Vs. Vibrations are adiabatic when two independent dimensionless parameters are small. The first one, denoted as sigma, controls the dynamic coupling. The physical significance of the condition sigma<<1 is that the amplitude of the vibrations normal to the reaction path should be much smaller than the radius of curvature of the reaction path. The second parameter, denoted as mu, governs the static coupling. It results from the dependence of the vibrational frequency omega on the reaction coordinate s. The higher omega, the lower its derivative with respect to s and, more unexpectedly, the higher the translational energy epsilon, the lower mu is. A criterion for locating a particular dividing surface in barrierless reactions is proposed. This surface separates two regions of space: one where energy flows freely, and one where energy conversion between translation and vibration is hindered by adiabatic invariance. The nature of the dynamical constraint that prevents the product translational energy distribution from being fully statistical can be identified by a maximum entropy analysis. The constraint is found to bear on the translational momentum ps, i.e., on the square root of the translational energy epsilon1/2. This can be understood by applying Jacobi's form of the least action principle to the vibrationally adiabatic RPH.